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Breaking news...
New daylight filter discovered

May 2021
Recently released research from the SAS Institute will allow visual observers and astrophotographers to
practice their craft all day long.

In this issue…
Breaking News

The SAS Institute discovered that the quantum spin on photons emitted by our Sun all have a specific
range of values given the relatively fixed distance between the earth and sun.

Presidential Musings
Believable News
Members Photos

Utilising the quantum properties of a nanometre scale chicken wire grid, solar photons can be filtered
out leaving only light sources from beyond our solar system to be collected in the eyeballs and cameras
of the participants. Day time deep sky imaging is now possible.

Rear View Retro
Gift Voucher Raffle
Sky Chart
SAS Calendar
Society Information

This will be a huge leap forward for deep sky imagers, but will be totally useless for planetary imagers
given that these folk just collect reflected sunlight.
Further research is underway at the SAS Institute to detect the polarization change of sunlight caused by
planetary reflection. By using a repurposed pair of service station sunglasses, experiments are under
way to filter the reflected photons that have travelled more than 93 million miles in its bandpass range.

SAS Dark Sky Site
Links and Resources

The main drawback is that the experimental filter is 3 only nanometers in diameter, so it may be a while
before it can be scaled up to the 1.5 or 2 inch versions widely in use.
By SAS Institute (2021), https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=97206656

Next Meeting:
May 22nd 2021
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting: 7:30pm
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Presidential Musings

The word from the top…
Hi fellow members of SAS, this will be extremely short musing as I have one very important
thing to ask of you.
If you are free the Wednesday evening of May 26 I would appreciate your assistance in running
the Lunar Eclipse community outreach event we have organised at the Oxenford Pony Club.
This is an especially important opportunity as the timing of the eclipse makes this a family-friendly
event, even though it is mid-week. Making this an event where we as the Southern Astronomical
Society can show our value to the local community, importantly loudly announcing our presence
at the Oxenford Pony Club.
Since becoming a member of this amazing club, I have seen us move 5 times, thus finding it difficult
to establish an ongoing presence. The OPC grounds is a great location, a location that I believe we
can call home for many years to come.
So let us make this event truly memorable, inspiring and the first of many future community
outreach events.
Email me directly if you can assist brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting on the 22nd!
Get your gear out and point it up...
Regards Brendan Junge
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Call for volunteers: our Lunar Eclipse public
outreach event is on Wednesday, May 26th.
While we have some volunteers to run the
live view gear and camera workshop, we
need another 10 members to help out with
Covid Registration, drink selling and
general public marshalling duties.
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Space junk is the new tragedy of the commons
Believable
News

Unless countries overcome their differences and regulate the use of satellites, we’re all headed for trouble
It’s getting crowded up there, and awfully dangerous. By up there, I mean space — and not the far-off areas that concern
astronomers and science fiction, but the closer orbits where we humans keep putting our satellites.
As those objects crash or break down, their flotsam and jetsam creates belts of debris, shooting into other satellites, rockets
and space vehicles. Some orbits could eventually become unusable. That would be a disaster, disrupting much of modern life.
It could even start a war.
It’s hardly the first time that we, Homo sapiens, treat a shared resource irresponsibly. What scholars call the
“tragedy of the commons” is what results when we ruin something because we all profit from exploiting it and can’t exclude
others from doing the same. Classic examples include overgrazing public lands, overfishing the oceans and polluting the
atmosphere.
If space has so far received less attention than our forests, seas or air, it’s because we’ve had less time to junk it up.
But we’re catching up fast (see chart). We’ve launched thousands of satellites into space and keep adding more —
one private company, SpaceX, has put up more than a thousand just in the past year.
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Junking Up Space
The number of man-made objects orbiting the Earth is increasing rapidly

These objects collide, malfunction and misbehave in other ways. As a result, about 28,000 fragments of junk are zipping
around up there, and that count includes only the shrapnel we can track. Statistical models suggests that almost a million
objects the size of hand grenades are orbiting the Earth, and many, many millions of things the size of bullets. Owing to their
astronomical speeds, even those small pellets can take out an astronaut, a satellite or even the International Space Station.
Besides wreaking physical damage, these armadas of satellites and their associated junk create other problems. Their
electromagnetic radiation increasingly causes radio frequency interference. The debris also scatters light, so that scientists
with their telescopes can no longer peer through these clouds of man-made dust and into deep space.
Even more ominously, space is nowadays also the fifth domain of warfare — alongside land, sea, air and cyberspace.
The U.S., Russia and China in particular, but also other ambitious powers from India to France, are arming themselves to take
out each other’s satellites offensively, preemptively or defensively. The new weaponry includes everything from physical
missiles to lasers, electronic jamming and cyberattacks.
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What happens if
you fart in space
?
On Earth, farting
is just a minor
annoyance
(except if you
have just met the
Queen at the
Royal Garden
Party) – but in
space each fart is
a ticking time
bomb. Fart gases
are flammable
which can quickly
become a
problem in a tiny
pressurized
capsule in the
middle of space
where your fart
gases have
nowhere to go

The problem is that it’ll become increasingly harder for adversaries to tell why their own satellites suddenly went down or
fell silent. It could be ordinary “space weather,” the naturally occurring storms of charged solar particles. It could be a collision
with debris. Or it could be hostile action. The uncertainty could lead to mistaken retaliations and war.
If any of these bad scenarios ever takes place, modernity as we know it would be put on pause. Satellite technology is nowadays
baked into almost all our other information systems, not only the GPS navigation in our phones and cars but also our internet
connections, telecommunications and more.
Once we grasp the problem as being a tragedy of the commons, both its daunting scale and its only possible solution become
clear. As with overfishing, overgrazing or pollution, the incentives are skewed against cooperation. Why should any nation or
firm stop cluttering up space — or even bear the cost and risk of starting to clean it up — if that lets others pull ahead?
And yet cooperation is the only way forward. That’s why treaties and regimes exist in multilateral forums, above all the
United Nations and its agencies, to regulate the oceans and other commons. Even space in theory has its international talking
shops, including the UN’s Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. But it doesn’t deal with military uses of the
orbits, and is largely toothless otherwise.

Text credit: https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-04-17/space-junk-like-overfishing-and-pollution-is-a-global-traged
commons?sref=2o0rZsF1
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Gravitational
lens

Hubble Gazes at a Cluster Full of Cosmic Clues
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This detailed image features Abell 3827, a galaxy cluster that offers a wealth of exciting possibilities for study.
Hubble observed it in order to study dark matter, which is one of the greatest puzzles cosmologists face today.
The science team used Hubble’s Advanced Camera for Surveys and Wide Field Camera 3 to complete their observations.
The two cameras have different specifications and can observe different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, so using
them both allowed the astronomers to collect more complete information. Hubble also observed Abell 3827 previously
because of the interesting gravitational lens at its core.
Looking at this cluster of hundreds of galaxies, it is amazing to recall that less than 100 years ago, many astronomers
thought the Milky Way was the only galaxy in the universe. Although astronomers debated the existence of other galaxies,
it took Edwin Hubble’s observations of the Great Andromeda Nebula to confirm that it was in fact far too distant to be part
of the Milky Way. The Great Andromeda Nebula became the Andromeda Galaxy, and astronomers recognized that our
universe was much, much bigger than humanity had envisioned. We can only imagine how Edwin Hubble – after whom
the Hubble Space Telescope is named – would have felt if he’d seen this spectacular image of Abell 3827.

Text credit: European Space Agency (ESA)
Image credit: ESA/Hubble & NASA, R. Massey
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Public Outreach
Event
Lunar Eclipse
May 26th
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Hubble
News

Hubble spies galactic prang
This striking NASA Hubble Space Telescope
image, which shows what looks like the
profile of a celestial bird, belies the fact that
close encounters between galaxies are a
messy business.

Galactic fender
bender

This interacting galaxy duo is collectively
called Arp 142. The pair contains the
disturbed, star-forming spiral galaxy NGC
2936, along with its elliptical companion,
NGC 2937 at lower left.
Once part of a flat, spiral disk, the orbits of
the galaxy's stars have become scrambled
due to gravitational tidal interactions with

How much deeper
would the ocean be
if sponges didn’t live
there ?

the other galaxy. This warps the galaxy's
orderly spiral, and interstellar gas is strewn
out into giant tails like stretched taffy.
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Gas and dust drawn from the heart of NGC 2936 becomes compressed during the encounter, which in turn triggers star
formation. These bluish knots are visible along the distorted arms that are closest to the companion elliptical. The reddish
dust, once within the galaxy, has been thrown out of the galaxy's plane and into dark veins that are silhouetted against the
Did you know ?
There is floating
water in space.

bright starlight from what is left of the nucleus and disk.
The companion elliptical, NGC 2937, is a puffball of stars with little gas or dust present. The stars contained within the galaxy
are mostly old, as evidenced by their reddish color. There are no blue stars that would be evidence of recent star formation.
While the orbits of this elliptical's stars may be altered by the encounter, it's not apparent that the gravitational pull by its

Astronomers have
found a massive
water vapour cloud
which holds 140
trillion time the mass
of water in Earth’s
oceans somewhere
around 10 billion
light years away,
making it the largest
discovery of water
ever found.

neighboring galaxy is having much of an effect.
Above the pair, an unrelated, lone, bluish galaxy, inconsistently cataloged as UGC 5130, appears to be an elongated irregular
or an edge-on spiral. Located 230 million light-years away, this galaxy is much closer to us than the colliding pair, and
therefore is not interacting with them. It happens to lie along the same line of sight to foreground Milky Way stars caught
in the image.
Arp 142 lies 326 million light-years away in the southern constellation Hydra. It is a member of the Arp catalog of peculiar
galaxies observed by astronomer Halton C. Arp in the 1960s. This color image is a composite of Wide Field Camera 3
photos taken in blue-green, yellow-red, and near-infrared light.

Text credit: https://hubblesite.org/contents/media/images/2013/23/3195-Image.html?linkId=116966727&news=true
Image credit: Hubble, ESA & NASA
https://stsci-opo.org/STScI-01EVT3XC8P6JZN6AC1G42XGFRR.jpg
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Stellar
imagery
from
members

What our members have been imaging
Klaus Schlussler
Klaus has overcome recent storm damage issues and has captured these great images.

Amazing images
from…
Klaus Schlussler

Tarantula Nebula
NGC 2070
22 x 200 sec
exposures

Tarantula Nebula NGC2070 22 x 200 sec exposures
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Pencil Nebula
NGC2736
64 out of 84
200 sec exposures
used - Optolong
L-Enhance filter
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Russell Brown
International
Space Station

If you always wanted a space station at home but didn’t quite have the NASA budget, then maybe build
one yourself out of paper and glue.
Russell Brown has done just that, taking over 12 months to build this 1:100 scale model comprising some
2500 pieces.
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Nigel Hal
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Dylan O’Donnell
Centaurus A

Dylan has just finished this image of Centaurus A, a weird looking and relatively close galaxy best viewed from the
Southern Hemisphere. He was especially pleased to resolve hints of a relativistic jet for the first time in the bottom left
area which are emissions coming directly from it’s central black hole!
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The strategy for this image was to get as much broadband data as possible then only stack the best of that data which
worked really well and he explains in more detail here : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dkVLdvtRxKY
Processing – Mono Lum : Flats, Darks, Subframe Selection, Star Registration, Integration, Drizzle, Histogram Transformation.
One Shot Colour : Darks, Star Registration, Integration, Drizzle, Colour Calibration, Background Neutralisation, SCNR,
Histogram Transformation.
Celestron 11” Edge HD @ F10 / 2800mm
Skywatcher EQ8rh-Pro Mount
39 x 120s – No Filter – QHY268 Monochrome
41 x 60s – No Filter – QHY247 Colour
Total Integration – 1.98 hours from 6 nights of imaging.
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Jason Hester

Running Chicken
Nebula

60 x 300 sec
30 darks
99 flats
99 dark flats
EQ6-R Pro
Skywatcher ED80
ZWO183 MC Pro
ZWO EAF focusser
Optolong LEnhance
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Richard Posener
Trifid and Lagoon
Nebula Wide Field

WO Redcat51
250mm
Canon 70D
ISO 1600
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Prawn Nebula

Stacked with Siril, Processed with Affinity Photo
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Eagle and Omega
Nebulae

WO Redcat51
250mm
Canon 70D
50 x 50 sec
ISO 1600
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Peter Marples

Peter’s new toy – an 80mm Lunt
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…
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This page unintentionally left blank
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Selling off the old
gear to make way
for new gear

Bargain of the month
Meade 12inch ACF telescope with Moonlight focusser and Mini controller for manual and computerized
focus control. Plus dew shield, small finder scope and bahtinov mask. On Losmandy dovetail bar.
Holds collimation well. Good condition. Asking $4100 or near offer. Phone Glenn Burgess 0424 233 794 or
email glennb44c@hotmail.com
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This is a focal ratio F10 scope – to see what can be done with this focal ratio check out Dylan O’Donnell’s Cen
in the Member’s Images section.
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Contact Glenn Burgess on 0424233794 or email glennb44c@hotmail.com
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Rear View
Retro
Items of interest
from long, long
ago, in a galaxy
far, far away

What the SAS were talking about in May 2008
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Gift Voucher
Raffle
Raffle deferred until Covid19 restrictions are lifted

Astro Anarchy
Astro Anarchy have agreed to support the SAS $500 Gift Voucher Raffle. The $5 tickets
can only be purchased at meetings.
100 tickets are available for purchase. Once they are sold the winner will be drawn.
Astro Anarchy also offer discounts for financial SAS members (another good reason to
keep your membership valid and up to date.)
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Sky Chart for Brisbane, May 2021

To get a specific chart for your location and time, go to… https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php
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About the SAS

What we are about…

A brief history

The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The Society actively
encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory
Construction.
Many of our members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed
become very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and supernova searching.
Some members enjoy building telescopes, including the optics, observatories and ALL
our members have at some time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone interested is
invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for further
information. All members and visitors are invited to contribute items of interest at
these meetings. The SAS Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards are valid for
12 months from the date of payment. Financial members enjoy the facilities of the
SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The site is a great way to access information about the upcoming
meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past and current), SAS outreach,
SAS Library information & book lists, Links & Resources, membership information
(fees etc.) and contacts as well as much more. http://www.sas.org.au/
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Laser Pointers
If members own laser pointers which they
use for astronomy, please see the SAS
Secretary.
Hand held laser pointers with an output of
greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items
and classed as weapons. Laser pointers up
to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by
members of ‘recognized astronomical
organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO
RESPONSIBILITY
FOR
MEMBERS
MIS-USING
LASER
POINTERS
Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in
relation to laser pointers are listed here as
well as on the website.
QLD Laser Laws
NSW Laser Laws

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well some digital
media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months. The book list is available
as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are several telescopes available at a nominal fee for members
to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest astronomy and
space news and to share your photos and ideas to the wider community as well as
advertise items for sale.
Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather permitting),
giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available prior to the
meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS Mailing list (blind copy).
All members are encouraged to contribute articles along with their astrophotography.
Please contact us if you would like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also
available on the SAS website and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.
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2021 Calendar

SAS Events for 2021
2021

Meetings are generally planned
close to the full moon
Your long exposure DSO images
are going to be washed out
anyway, but if you are into lunar
imaging then bring your gear along
to the meetings (visitors and
potential members just love this).

Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting: 7:30pm

How to get there

Meetings

Leyburn

January

Saturday 30th

15th to 17th

February

Saturday 27th

12th to 14th

March

Saturday 27th

12th to 14th

April

Saturday 24th

9th to 11th

May

Saturday 22nd

7th to 9th

June

Saturday 26th

11th to 13th

July

Saturday 24th

9th to 11th

August

Saturday 28th

6th to 8th

September

Saturday 25th
AGM

3rd to 5th

October

Saturday 23rd

8th to 10th

November

Saturday 20th

5th to 7th

December

Saturday 11th

3rd to 5th

2nd to 5th Easter

InOMN Sat 16th

Christmas Party
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From the south…
• M1 Pacific Motorway
• Take Exit 60 Movie World
• Follow Michigan Dr
• Turn left at T junction
• Turn right over John Muntz
Bridge at roundabout
• Turn left at Charlies Crossing
Rd.
From the north…
• M1 Pacific Motorway
• Take Exit 57
• Turn right into Tambourine
Oxenford Rd
• Continue through first 2
roundabouts
• Turn right over John Muntz
Bridge at third roundabout
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Society Information
Postal Address:
PO Box 867
Beenleigh
Qld 4207
Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm

The Fine Print
Event Horizon is emailed via blind carbon copy to protect your email privacy.
If you wish to be removed from the EH mailing list, please send a request via the
return email.
The Society’s web site and Event Horizon may contain images of, or may identify
members/friends attending Society and non-Society events such as meetings,
astro quiz, combined society’s meetings, field nights, Layburn astro camps, AstroFest
etc. If you prefer to not be included in such imagery, please notify the society in writing.
members require a copy of the constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.

General Meeting 7:30pm
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS web site are presented on good
faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and it’s members
accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has
used another person’s property without their permission or consent.
Articles submitted by contributors are the copyright of the contributor
(unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other
information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or it’s members.
President: Brendan Junge brendan@inmotionfitness.com.auS
Secretary: Bronwyn Smith starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com
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SAS Dark Sky Site
Site Details
Due to the current COVID-19
restrictions, please contact the
owners prior to any visit.

Leyburn Dark Sky Site
Next New Moon Weekend: Friday to Sunday, Friday 7th to Sunday 11th-13th June 2021
The Dark Sky site is for SAS members only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
PROTOCOL:

Leyburn is a 2.5 hour drive inland
from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This a privately owned property –
our hosts are Debbi & Mark Bolton
who live permanently onsite.

· ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise
pre-arranged.
· TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions
and any inquires that you have about going out to the property .
· DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field
- you will be greeted & guided to a park
· CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry
fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)
· COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to
help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin,
which will be near the toilet)
ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room book on 07 46950155
· WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
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· KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

· POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
· DRINKING WATER: BYO
· LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper

Other Information

· SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers,
ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm
Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday. During drought conditions, the showers may not be
available.

· MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
· CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and
around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear! Also, winters are ver
cold (down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend
Faaron
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Links and Resources

Sky charts: https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php
44 Closest Stars and How They Compare to Our Sun

Astro Guides

Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and

mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now online at
astroanarchy.com.au . Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Astronomy Gear
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518 5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off )
Street address: 84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy & Science
Festivals

Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event

held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early August.
Check the link for details.
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year)

extravaganza of events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.

For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of
some of the past lectures are now available online.
AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of

astronomical images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)
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Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.

AstroPhotography

Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.

Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens,

Astronomical Observatories

Mt Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of

Astronomy and Astrophysics, located 18km southwest of the centre of Canberra,
in the ACT. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of

Coonabarabran is Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory.
Check the website for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more

Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science, and one p

of the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more details:
Free/Low Cost Science

Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe.

28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia
Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a

month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near
the Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry. Supper provided.
See the website to register.
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The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and professional

science communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science
stories. Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane.
tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).
Special Interest

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of

6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked together as a group since
mid 2008 to search, discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

Is that the truth, or did you read it in the
Event Horizon ?

